ECW 10e
We recently upgraded to ECW 10e – there were a few glitches that caused a MJ and Ernst some
headaches and a lot of work, but the system seems to be working smoothly for the most part.
In this document, I want to highlight some of the changes I have found. This is a work in progress – as
I use 10e and find changes, I will update this pdf. Many changes are quite small, and don't impact my
workflow much. If you find changes that I haven't outlined, please let me know.
1. Right panel
Overview panel now shows ICD10 with a green circle in front of the code, and ICD9 as a red circle –
as shown in the picture below.

Note also in the screenshot that the medications are shown by default with the filter “Medications” this generates a long list of medications that patient has taken. You can see that discontinued
medications have a line through them – and if you click on the blue “OV” next the the medication, it
will open the office note on the date the medication was discontinued. Notice that if you click on the
Group By filter, you get a dropdown menu that allows you to change this option to “Date”.

I prefer to use the filter “Date” - which
shows me the medications on the current
date followed by the option to expand
medications on earlier dates – as shown in
the screenshot to the right. You can see the
“Group By” option is set to “Date”, and the
first list of medications shows the
medication list as of the current date.
You can change the default setting for this
choice in your “My Settings” section of
ECW. Go to “File” (across the top of the
ECW screen). Use the dropdown and
choose “Settings” and then “My Settings”.
Go to the the “Views” tab, and about ¾ of
the way down the screen, there is a choice
called “Right Panel Med Summary Default
View” - if you prefer the “Date” filter,
choose “By Date” - as shown in the
screenshot below.

You also see in the right panel a bright orange
banner telling you when the right panel was last
modified. I am still experimenting with this –
adding a diagnosis in the problem list does not reset
the date – but changing an element under the
history tab does. This might be useful when you see
the patient on July 18 – and someone else sees the
patient on July 20. When go back to review your
note and lock it on July 21, the right panel might
have been changed by the other provider – and the
banner notifies you of that.
As an example of this “EMR time travel” - look at the following example:
This is a note on Six Pcaretest from 7/9/17. On
7/16/17, I opened the Hub and changed the
medical and social history.
In the note of 7/9/17, since this is dated PRIOR to
the changes, those changes are not reflected.
I did try altering the medical history in the note –
it did show up in the note – as you see in the
screen below (“Testing” under Medical History).

BUT this change will not show
up in the future, as someone else
(me) changed this section at a
later time (July 17).
As you can see, I also changed
the social history, and ECW is
warning me that anything I write
in social history will appear in
this note but not in the right
panel going forward.
So, this is why paying some
attention to the banner telling
you when the right panel was last
updated is important.
Now, if you write your notes and
lock them soon after the patient leaves your office, none of this time travel stuff will ever bother you
(and Rich will be very happy!).

2. Allergies: Finally, ECW got rid
of all the other options when
entering allergies – when using the
“Browse Rx” button to add
allergies, there is no option BUT to
use MedispanRx. REMEMBER to
always add drug allergies as NDClinked entries in MedispanRx –
NEVER add a drug allergy by
using the “Add” button and typing
in free text – the drug interaction
program CANNOT understand free
text – it can only understand entries
that use the NDC codes provided
by MedispanRx.
3. Prescribing: There is
a new warning about
prescribing medications
that are not NDC
linked. You can still
send these scripts – by
printing them and
faxing them manually.
I have not tried to send
a non-NDC-linked
medication via ECW –
it may still go via fax in
ECW.

As I mentioned before, this document is in evolution. I will update the linked document over the next
few weeks, as I get more experience with ECW 10e.
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